888-763-2328

Pigment of the Month:

Sandalwood $15.00
Sale ends April 30th, 2012

Sandalwood is a gorgeous medium, warm brown shade. It is the
perfect selection to make when you want to maintain the warmth in an
eyebrow.
Personally, I prefer a brow to fade out warm as opposed to cool (gray). It is much easier to add a
taupe to a warm residual then to have to correct a gray residual.
Rose Marie’s Tips for correcting gray/cool eyebrows:
Correcting gray brows, I mix Sandalwood with a few drops of Butterscotch, spread it over the color to
be corrected and allow it to dry. This process helps determine how effective my color correction will
be. If I see the color I want when it dries, I proceed to tattoo the formula with a 5-shader and do not
place the color too deeply.
To correct a gray eyebrow that is a lighter gray when my desired outcome is a lighter brown or dark
blonde, I mix ½ Sandalwood and ½ Moccasin and a few drops of Butterscotch.
Remember…when you use a very small, very fine, a flat or Slope® needle, Face Inks’ colors will
always heal cooler and deeper. When you use a 5-shader or a 7-liner, the pigment will heal lighter
and warmer. I always correct with a 5-shader or 7-liner and do not place the color in too deeply.
Face Inks’ pigments are the easiest, most predictable and most cost effective colors in the industry.
Every day practitioners write to tell us how simple they are to use and how much they enjoy knowing
what color is coming back. Also, they tell us that color corrections were never so simple.
Our practitioners also enjoy the technical support we are able to give them with Face Inks pigments.
They simply email photos of difficult cases and we can assist them in various color corrections.
Here at the Beau Institute, our passion and commitment is in supporting you and providing you with
extraordinary products, equipment and education. Our goal is to make each day and each procedure
the easiest and best that it can possibly be for you.
Order Sandalwood or any other Face Inks pigments along with all of your other permanent supplies
from Beau Institute; www.beauinstitute.com or 888-763-2328.

